1. Introduction {#sec1-cancers-12-00511}
===============

Head and neck cancers (HNC) are the sixth most common cancers worldwide. The vast majority (more than 90%) are squamous cell carcinomas, so that the term HNC is often used to describe all carcinomas arising from the epithelium lining the sinonasal tract, oral cavity, pharynx and larynx and showing microscopic evidence of squamous differentiation. Approximately two-thirds of patients with HNC present with locally advanced disease at the primary site and/or spread to regional lymph nodes. The 5-year survival rate of HNC patients ranges between 40% and 70%, depending on the primary site and stage \[[@B1-cancers-12-00511],[@B2-cancers-12-00511]\]. Positron emission tomography (PET) with fluorine-18 labelled fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) as a radiotracer is an established procedure in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) diagnosis \[[@B2-cancers-12-00511]\]. It is vitally important to the characterization of local, regional and distant disease \[[@B3-cancers-12-00511]\]. PET supports the initial staging of difficult cases, where other imaging methods produce equivocal results. It is useful in the detection of occult primary tumors and synchronous primary cancers. Furthermore, PET aids in assessing tumor response to therapy and helps in detecting cancer recurrence and metastasis during the follow-up period \[[@B3-cancers-12-00511],[@B4-cancers-12-00511],[@B5-cancers-12-00511]\].

Contrary to anatomical imaging, 18F-FDG-PET takes into account biological differences in metabolism and the radiopharmacological uptake between the tumor and the surrounding normal tissue \[[@B6-cancers-12-00511]\]. PET images are characterized by high contrast but low spatial resolution, which creates a need for combining PET with morphological imaging methods such as cone beam computed tomography (CBCT). A novel hybrid imaging technology, Positron Emission Tomography-Magnetic Resonance Imaging (PET/MRI), has been introduced to clinical practice \[[@B7-cancers-12-00511]\]. The integrated PET/MRI technique combines the benefits of both methods such as superior soft tissue contrast, multiplanar image acquisition and functional imaging capability \[[@B8-cancers-12-00511]\].

A suspicion of head and neck cancer (HNC) is predominantly based on the identification of a primary tumor or the presence of palpable metastatic lymph nodes in the head and neck region during a clinical examination \[[@B9-cancers-12-00511]\]. Accurate, pre-treatment staging is crucial in newly diagnosed HNSCC patients since it enables clinicians to determine patient prognosis and develop an optimal treatment strategy \[[@B5-cancers-12-00511]\]. Precision imaging methods play an integral role in this process \[[@B4-cancers-12-00511]\]. Furthermore, proper imaging is vital to the accurate delineation of target volumes in radiotherapy (RT) planning, particularly when highly conformal RT techniques such as intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) or volumetric arc therapy (VMAT) are utilized \[[@B9-cancers-12-00511]\]. Initial reports have revealed that hybrid 18F-FDG PET/MRI offers higher sensitivity and specificity in the detection of HNC when compared to PET, CT and MRI used separately \[[@B10-cancers-12-00511],[@B11-cancers-12-00511]\]. Moreover, PET/MRI has a higher correlation coefficient with pathological tumor size in comparison to contrast-enhanced CT (CECT), MR and PET/CT \[[@B10-cancers-12-00511]\]. PET/MRI outperformed PET/CT by providing greater tumor conspicuity and higher sensitivity in determining the perineural spread in primary HNSCC. One study has demonstrated PET/MRI sensitivity to be 85% and specificity 92% in the detection of metastatic lymph nodes \[[@B3-cancers-12-00511]\].

In HNSCC patient population, a group of younger, healthier individuals with limited or no tobacco exposure can be distinguished \[[@B12-cancers-12-00511]\]. Prognosis in such cases is excellent as these patients are highly responsive to treatment \[[@B13-cancers-12-00511]\]. Human papillomavirus (HPV)-related oropharyngeal cancers (OPC) are a frequent finding in this group of patients. Presence of HPV is an important prognostic factor, which is reflected in the 8th edition of the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) TNM (Tumor Nodes Metastases classification) staging system \[[@B13-cancers-12-00511],[@B14-cancers-12-00511]\]. There is a limited number of studies on the relationship between PET imaging and HPV status in HNSCC \[[@B3-cancers-12-00511],[@B15-cancers-12-00511],[@B16-cancers-12-00511],[@B17-cancers-12-00511]\]. Furthermore, very few studies concern the utility of PET/MRI in the characterization of HPV-related HNC \[[@B8-cancers-12-00511],[@B18-cancers-12-00511]\]. According to our knowledge, there are no literature reports documenting the correlation between Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) status and PET/MRI features. Therefore, the aim of our study was to evaluate the correlation between PET/MR and CT parameters, biochemical parameters, Ki67 index, p16, HPV and EBV status as well as usefulness of PET/MRI in the preoperative staging of HNC patients.

2. Results {#sec2-cancers-12-00511}
==========

This section may be divided by subheadings. It should provide a concise and precise description of the experimental results, their interpretation as well as the experimental conclusions that can be drawn.

2.1. Accuracy of T staging {#sec2dot1-cancers-12-00511}
--------------------------

Agreement between T stages determined with CT, PET/MRI and histopathological (HP) examination, which is the clinical gold-standard technique used for cancer diagnosis, was evaluated. The T stage determined with CT was compatible with the HP stage in 56% of cases. T overstaging was observed in 11% of cases, downstaging in 33% of patients. PET/MRI results corresponded to HP staging in 67% of cases, were overstaged in 11%, downstaged in 22%.

2.2. Specificity, Sensitivity, Positive Predictive Value (PPV) and Negative Predictive Value (NPV) of Lymph Node Evaluation in CT and PET/MRI {#sec2dot2-cancers-12-00511}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The total number of detected lymph nodes in the HP examination of postoperative tissue material was 475, out of which 31 were metastatic. Twenty seven lymph nodes were described as malignant in CT scans and 24 in PET/MRI scans. Based on the CT and PET/MRI scans, lymph nodes of the neck were assigned into appropriate levels \[[@B19-cancers-12-00511]\]. Results of the HP were referenced values. In regard to lymph node detection, PET/MRI sensitivity was 55%, specificity---98%, PPV---71%, NPV---97% and test reliability was 95%. Computed tomography sensitivity was 47%, specificity---97%, PPV---53%, NPV---96% and test reliability---94%.

2.3. Correlations between Clinical, Morphological and Metabolic Parameters {#sec2dot3-cancers-12-00511}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 2.3.1. SUV Values in Relation to Tumor Geometrical Parameters, Biochemical Parameters and Ki67 Index {#sec2dot3dot1-cancers-12-00511}

A high, statistically significant correlation between standardized uptake value (SUV)max and maximal tumor diameter determined with PET/MRI (r = 0.457, *p* = 0.036) ([Figure 1](#cancers-12-00511-f001){ref-type="fig"}) was revealed in comparison to the measurements obtained from CT images (r = 0.025, *p* = 0.913). On the other hand, poor and statistically insignificant correlations were observed between SUVmax values and tumor volume determined with PET/MRI (r = 0.309, *p* = 0.172), tumor volume determined with CT (r = 0.289, *p* = 0.203), Ki67 index (r = 0.04, *p* = 0.862), CRP concentration (r = 0.069, *p* = 0.764) and glucose levels (r = 0.308, *p* = 0.173).

A significant relationship was observed between SUVmean and CT tumor volume (r = 0.563, *p* = 0.007), PET/MRI tumor volume (r = 0.607, *p* = 0.003) and maximal tumor diameter determined with PET/MRI (r = 0.788, *p* = 0.00002) ([Figure 1](#cancers-12-00511-f001){ref-type="fig"}). Contrary to the aforementioned findings, correlations between SUVmean and maximal tumor diameter in CT (r = 0.165, *p* = 0.474), Ki67 index (r = 0.08, *p* = 0.728), CRP concentration (r = 0.138, *p* = 0.549) and glucose levels (r = 0.253, *p* = 0.268) were weak and insignificant.

### 2.3.2. Presence of p16, HPV and EBV in Relation to SUV Values, Tumor Geometrical Parameters {#sec2dot3dot2-cancers-12-00511}

The average value of SUVmax in p16-positive patients was lower than in p16-negative patients. Despite substantial discrepancies in the obtained results, the difference between the p16-positive and the p16-negative groups was insignificant (*p* = 0.37). Maximal SUV was not significantly correlated with HPV and EBV status, and neither was maximal tumor diameter determined with CT or PET/MRI correlated with the presence of p16, HPV, EBV.

The average values of SUVmean in p16-, HPV- and EBV-positive patients were close to the values in p16-, HPV- and EBV-negative groups.

### 2.3.3. Number of Metastatic Lymph Nodes in Relation to SUV Values, Tumor Geometrical Parameters, Ki67 Index and Presence of p16, HPV, EBV {#sec2dot3dot3-cancers-12-00511}

The correlation between CT-based tumor volume and the number of metastatic lymph nodes determined with CT was statistically significant (*p* = 0.006). The highest tumor volumes were found in the group of patients with 1 metastatic lymph node and the lowest in those without metastatic lymph nodes (*p* = 0.01). The number of metastatic lymph nodes determined with CT or PET/MRI and SUV values, PET/MRI-based tumor volume, maximal tumor diameter based on CT or PET/MR imaging, Ki67 index were insignificant.

No significant correlations were observed between the presence of p16 (*p* = 0.431, df = 2, Chi2 = 1.68), HPV (*p* = 0.623 df = 2, Chi2 = 0.946), EBV (*p* = 0.714 df = 2, Chi2 = 0.674) and the number of metastatic lymph nodes detected with CT, as well as between the positive status of p16 (*p* = 0.24 df = 2, Chi2 = 2.854), HPV (*p* = 0.139 df = 2, Chi2 = 3.94), EBV (*p* = 0.414 df = 2, Chi2 = 1.763) and the number of metastatic lymph nodes detected with PET/MRI.

3. Discussion {#sec3-cancers-12-00511}
=============

Hybrid PET/MRI imaging can play an important role in the initial staging of HNC patients. In our study, we compared the efficacy of PET/MRI with the routinely used CT scanning and HP examination, which is the clinical gold-standard technique used for cancer diagnosis, in primary tumor staging (T features) according to the AJCC TNM classification. Our results demonstrated that T staging based on PET/MRI images was compatible with HP outcomes in a higher number of patients (67%) in comparison with T staging based on CT images alone (56%). Similar results were obtained by other authors - T staging performed with PET/MRI was accurate in 75% of HNC cases compared to 59% with PET/CT and 50% with MRI alone \[[@B20-cancers-12-00511]\]. Chan et al. demonstrated that greater accuracy in defining the extent of primary nasopharyngeal tumors was achieved with PET/MRI in comparison to PET/CT \[[@B21-cancers-12-00511]\]. PET/MRI imaging offers more precision in depicting perineural infiltration, intracranial or inferior orbital fissure involvement. It should be mentioned that our study did not include nasopharyngeal cancer (NPC) patients. Other authors have demonstrated similar results: fused PET and MR imaging delivered more accurate T staging of HNC patients (74%) compared with PET/CT (63%) \[[@B22-cancers-12-00511]\]. Tsujikawa et al. demonstrated that FDG PET/MRI with its greater soft tissue contrast, multiplanar image acquisition and functional imaging capability is useful in the evaluation of stages of oral cavity cancers and the assessment of oropharyngeal cancer patients based on the new AJCC TNM staging system \[[@B8-cancers-12-00511]\].

Regional metastasis to the lymph nodes is one of the most important predictors of poor prognosis in HNC \[[@B23-cancers-12-00511]\]. Based on the results of CT and PET/MRI scans, we calculated the sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV of both diagnostic tests. Positive predictive value expresses the probability that a positive diagnostic test result is reliable. Similarly, NPV determines the probability that a negative test result is reliable \[[@B24-cancers-12-00511]\]. Our study revealed relatively low sensitivity of PET/MRI in metastatic lymph node detection. This could be associated with the fact that detecting small nodes with micrometastases remains a challenge for currently available diagnostic modalities, including PET/MRI \[[@B2-cancers-12-00511]\]. Metastases can be present in unenlarged lymph nodes and not all enlarged nodes are malignant \[[@B25-cancers-12-00511]\]. Another explanation for such results may be limited radiological expertise in interpreting PET/MRI images as this is a novel hybrid imaging technique. Our study has found that specificity, NPV and test reliability of PET/MR is marginally better than in CT results. On the other hand, PET/MR has 8% higher sensitivity and 18% higher PPV compared with CT. In a different study, the sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of PET/MRI-based evaluation of regional node status achieved a 99% rate each \[[@B21-cancers-12-00511]\]. Based on lymph node levels, Schaarschmidt et al. demonstrated sensitivity, specificity, NPV and PPV of 81%, 99%, 98% and 89%, respectively, for PET/MRI \[[@B20-cancers-12-00511]\]. On the other hand, Platzek et al. found that PET/MRI is capable of detecting 64% more metastatic lymph nodes, partly due to the fact that PET/MRI scans were performed following PET/CT scans without the additional FDG injection and the time interval between the FDG injection and PET/MR was longer, which contributed to an increase in FDG uptake by the lymph nodes \[[@B26-cancers-12-00511]\]. Another study has highlighted a better diagnostic value of PET/MRI staging in primary tumors compared with cervical node classification in head and neck malignancies with 94% of primary tumors and 82% of regional nodes correctly classified in comparison to histopathology results \[[@B27-cancers-12-00511]\].

Positron emission tomography with FDG as a radiotracer reflects the metabolic activity of tumor tissue which is expressed in SUV values \[[@B28-cancers-12-00511]\]. Our study revealed a stronger correlation between SUVmean and tumor geometry, such as volume and maximal diameter, than between SUVmax and tumor geometry. PET complements anatomical imaging modalities, particularly in tumor volume determination. Therefore, our study demonstrated stronger correlations between SUV values and PET/MRI than between those values and CT \[[@B29-cancers-12-00511]\]. Tumor volume and SUV values are considered prognostic factors---increased values of both are associated with a higher risk of death \[[@B30-cancers-12-00511],[@B31-cancers-12-00511]\]. Biologically, larger tumors have higher metabolic activity and therefore, higher SUV values indicate a worse prognosis \[[@B32-cancers-12-00511]\]. PET/MRI has an advantage over CT as it enables the measurements of tumor volume and SUV values to be obtained during one examination.

Poor and statistically insignificant correlations were found between SUVmax, SUVmean and KI67, CRP, glycemic parameters in our study. The authors of a meta-analysis concerning correlations between FDG uptake and Ki67 reported significant heterogeneity in HNC cases \[[@B33-cancers-12-00511]\]. Furthermore, pretreatment SUVmax was significantly higher in patients with enhanced Ki67 expression in comparison to those with low Ki67 expression, but the study concerned diffuse large B-cell lymphoma \[[@B34-cancers-12-00511]\]. Surov et al. reported that SUVmax was moderately correlated with Ki67 expression and therefore cannot be used as a surrogate marker for tumor proliferation \[[@B35-cancers-12-00511]\]. A Chinese study on a group of lymphoma patients showed that post-treatment SUVmax values were significantly correlated with post-treatment CRP values \[[@B36-cancers-12-00511]\]. By contrast, a previously mentioned study demonstrated that baseline SUVmax was weakly correlated with CRP (r = 0.215, *p* = 0.011) \[[@B34-cancers-12-00511]\].

A recent meta-analysis investigating the effect of blood glucose levels on SUV values assessed with FDG-PET scans revealed positive correlations between glucose levels and SUVmax and SUVmean values in normal tissue such as brain, muscle, liver, but no significant correlations were found between blood glucose levels and SUVmax or SUVmean values in primary malignant tumors \[[@B37-cancers-12-00511]\]. No evidence of a linear relationship between glycaemia and SUV has been reported by other authors \[[@B38-cancers-12-00511]\]. However, it should be emphasized that high plasma glucose levels decrease FDG uptake, which might affect SUV values \[[@B39-cancers-12-00511]\].

In the present study, differences between SUVmax or SUVmean and HPV or p16 presence were insignificant. Comparable results have been obtained in other studies, where no differences in SUVmax values between p16- and HPV-positive, and p16- and HPV-negative patients were reported \[[@B40-cancers-12-00511],[@B41-cancers-12-00511],[@B42-cancers-12-00511]\]. By contrast, Schouten et al. demonstrated that SUVmax in HPV-positive tumors was significantly lower than in HPV-negative tumors \[[@B43-cancers-12-00511]\]. This finding is in agreement with a study by Surov et al. which revealed that p16-negative tumors showed significantly higher SUVmax and SUVmean values in comparison to p16-positive carcinomas \[[@B44-cancers-12-00511]\].

In our study, no correlation between SUV values and EBV infection status was observed. Literature data confirms our results \[[@B45-cancers-12-00511],[@B46-cancers-12-00511]\].

Similarly, in the present study p16, HPV, EBV did not have a significant impact on the results of CT- or PET/MRI-determined tumor volume and maximal tumor diameter. However, according to the literature, in HNC patients, p16/HPV-positive tumors are usually smaller than p16/HPV-negative tumors \[[@B44-cancers-12-00511],[@B47-cancers-12-00511]\]. Some studies have demonstrated that EBV status and primary tumor volume can be utilized in the prognostic stratification of NPC patients \[[@B48-cancers-12-00511],[@B49-cancers-12-00511]\]. On the other hand, data confirming correlations between primary tumor volume and EBV-positivity is limited \[[@B50-cancers-12-00511],[@B51-cancers-12-00511]\].

Maximal tumor diameter is an important primary tumor feature which is reflected in the TNM classification of HNC (e.g., T1 denotes a tumor size 2 cm or less in its largest dimension) \[[@B13-cancers-12-00511]\]. There are a few studies demonstrating the prognostic value of maximal tumor diameter in OPC \[[@B52-cancers-12-00511]\] and NPC \[[@B53-cancers-12-00511]\], but there are no published papers concerning the influence of p16-, HPV- or EBV-positivity on maximal tumor diameter determined with CT or PET/MRI.

According to our knowledge, there are no literature reports examining the relationship between PET/MRI-based tumor volume and the number of metastatic lymph nodes in HNC patients. Our study did not find any correlations between tumor features obtained from PET/MRI scans and the number of metastatic lymph nodes. By contrast, correlations between tumor volume and the number of metastatic lymph nodes based on CT images were significant. The lowest tumor volumes determined with CT correlated with no metastases in the lymph nodes. This is normally the case in early stage HNC patients. We therefore expected to find significant correlations between the highest tumor volumes determined with CT and multiple metastatic lymph nodes. However, the highest CT-based tumor volumes were observed in patients with 1 metastatic lymph node. This can be explained by the highly inflammatory nature of HNSSC, particularly at advanced stages of the disease \[[@B54-cancers-12-00511]\]. Large tumors investigated in the present study probably consisted not only of neoplastic tissue but also contained peritumoral inflammatory infiltrate. On the other hand, HNC has a high propensity to metastasize through the lymphatic pathway \[[@B55-cancers-12-00511]\]. This could explain the occurrence of multiple metastases in the lymph nodes independently of tumor volumes presented in our study. Research concerning lung adenocarcinoma has demonstrated positive correlations between tumor size and the number of metastatic lymph nodes \[[@B56-cancers-12-00511]\]. By contrast, Miller et al. reported that tumor volume in cervical cancer patients did not correlate with the presence of lymph node metastases \[[@B57-cancers-12-00511]\].

In the present study, the correlation between the number of metastatic lymph nodes determined with PET/MRI and primary tumor SUV values was insignificant. Only few papers have explored this issue but the results obtained were contradictory. Some authors report that in lung cancer patients no statistically significant differences in SUVmax and SUVmean values between individuals with occult lymph nodes and those without have been found \[[@B58-cancers-12-00511]\]. A different study has demonstrated that SUVmax and SUVmean are significantly associated with lymph node involvement in oesophageal cancer patients \[[@B59-cancers-12-00511]\].

Correlations between the presence of HPV, p16 and EBV, and the number of metastatic lymph nodes determined with PET/MRI were insignificant in our study. Other authors have obtained similar results---HPV-positive patients were heterogenous in terms of nodal stages \[[@B60-cancers-12-00511]\]. By contrast, in TROG 02.02 phase III trial, p16-positive patients were included in a more advanced nodal category in comparison with the p16-negative group \[[@B47-cancers-12-00511]\]. The vast majority of NPC is linked to Epstein-Barr virus infection \[[@B61-cancers-12-00511],[@B62-cancers-12-00511]\]. A lack of relationship between EBV status and the number of lymph nodes detected with PET/MRI is most probably associated with the inclusion of oropharyngeal and oral cavity cancer patients in our study.

Based on our results, further studies should include a larger number of HNC pts.

4. Materials and Methods {#sec4-cancers-12-00511}
========================

Thirty eight HNSCC patients underwent both CT and PET/MRI examinations. ([Figure 2](#cancers-12-00511-f002){ref-type="fig"}) Based on the CT and PET/MRI results, 21 patients underwent surgical treatment as first-line therapy and this group was subsequently included in the present study. The remaining patients received radiochemotherapy or palliative RT. Study inclusion criteria were as follows: age over 18 years old, informed consent for study participation, no unmanaged systemic diseases, no hypersensitivity or previous allergic reaction to intravenous iodine contrast or FDG, glucose blood level below 160mg/dL, no metal elements in the body (cardiac pacemakers, metal surgical stitches or clips, intrauterine contraceptive devices, metal shavings in the eyeball, cochlear implants, etc.). Clinical characteristics of the group are presented in [Table 1](#cancers-12-00511-t001){ref-type="table"}. All pts had squamous cell carcinoma and in about 87% of cases histology grade score (G) was G2. The median age of study participants was 60 years (range of 36--74 years). Twelve of them were female, nine were male. Hypertension and diabetes were the most common comorbidities. In terms of laboratory parameters (Complete Blood Count, renal and liver function parameters, electrolyte blood concentration, thyroid hormones level), the group of patients was homogenous. Discrepancies were observed in C reactive protein (CRP) levels in the blood and its values ranged from 0.3 mg/mL to 120.5 mg/mL.

Prior to surgical treatment, contrast-enhanced (Ultravist 300, 1 mL/kg) CT was routinely performed in all study participants on the 64-detector row CT scanner (Aquilion CX, Canon Medical Systems Corporation, Otawara, Japan). Axial images were obtained with 3 mm slice thickness from the top of the cranium to manubrium sterni. The parameters included a 120 kV tube voltage, tube current 200 mA, 0.5 s rotation time, matrix size, 512 × 512 and a field of view of 250 mm. CT scans were interpreted by a radiologist experienced in the interpretation of head and neck region CT images.

All study participants also underwent PET/MRI scans on the 3 Tesla Siemens Biograph mMR scanner (Siemens Healthcare GmbH, Erlangen, Germany) after an average of 9 days (range 1 to 20 days) from the CT scans. The examination consisted of whole-body, low resolution MRI imaging, followed by a PET scan and a diagnostic MRI scan (T1- and T2-weighted sequences and contrast-enhanced sequences) of the head and neck region. MRI attenuation images were acquired using the Dixon approach with a coronal 2-point 3D T1-weighted volumetric interpolated breath hold examination (VIBE) (3.12 mm slice thickness, 20% interslice gap, integrated parallel acquisition technique factor 2, acquisition time 19s, 192 × 121 matrix, 500mm × 328 mm field of view (FOV), repetition time 3.6ms, echo time 1.23 and 2.46ms, scanning time 4 minutes 10 seconds). PET/MRI scans were obtained simultaneously with the patient remaining in the same position without specific head and neck immobilization (Orfit mask). All patients fasted for at least 6 hours prior to the test. Diagnostic scans were performed 1 hour after the intravenous administration of 18F-FDG (4 MBq/kg, range of 203--417 MBq 18F-FDG per patient). PET/MRI images were evaluated by both a radiologist and nuclear medicine specialist. Maximal and mean SUV of the primary volume were measured. Mean SUV was defined as the average SUV value in the voxel that showed ≥ 40% of SUVmax \[[@B63-cancers-12-00511]\].

Surgical treatment was performed an average of 19 days (range of 9 to 28 days) after the CT scans and an average of 13 days (range of 2 to 27 days) after the PET/MRI scans.

Tissue material obtained during surgery was subjected to routine histopathological examination (HP). Additionally, the HP protocol included the immunohistochemical evaluation of p16 protein expression as a surrogate marker for HPV infection, the latent membrane protein 1 (LMP1) expression as a surrogate marker for EVB as well as the detection of Ki67 protein indicating the proliferation rate of cancer cells. The immunohistochemical evaluation of p16 protein expression was conducted using a method described elsewhere \[[@B64-cancers-12-00511],[@B65-cancers-12-00511]\]. Slides were considered positive for p16 protein if the specimen showed continuous staining of at least 50% of tumor cells. For the immunohistochemical detection (Dako, Poland) of EBV presence, antibodies against LMP1―monoclonal mouse anti-LMP protein (clone CS.1-4, Dako, Poland) were used. The expression of Ki67 protein was evaluated with an immunohistochemical method described in the literature \[[@B66-cancers-12-00511]\]. Nuclear accumulation of Ki67 protein in neoplastic cells was assessed semiquantitatively and defined as a percentage of reaction-positive cells.

The presence of HPV genetic material was examined using the PCR method. A positive result (HPV presence in the analyzed material) was determined when at least one of the bands associated with a different HPV subtype was present on the strip along with the developing control line and the positive control. A negative result (no HPV presence) was determined when no bands associated with HPV were developed while the developing control line and the positive control band were both present.

Clinical and pathological stages of the disease were determined according to the 8th ed. of AJCC TNM classification \[[@B8-cancers-12-00511]\]. Based on imaging tests, only round-shaped lymph nodes or nodes exceeding 10mm in the smallest transverse dimension with contrast enhancement on CT or MRI and/or increased 18F-FDG uptake in PET scans were taken into consideration. The results obtained from CECT, PET/MRI and HP were compared. HP results were referenced.

Agreement between CT- and PET/MRI-based T staging, sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV in metastatic lymph node detection were defined. Sensitivity was the proportion of patients with positive diagnostic test results (CT or PET/MRI scanning) who were correctly diagnosed in relation to referenced HP results. Specificity was the proportion of patients with negative imaging test results who were correctly diagnosed \[[@B67-cancers-12-00511]\]. Positive predictive value is a proportion of true positive results among all positive findings (true positives and false positives). Similarly, negative predictive value is a proportion of true negative results among all negative results (true negatives and false negatives) \[[@B22-cancers-12-00511]\].

Dependences between SUVmax and SUVmean values, the size and maximal diameter of the primary tumor, the number of metastatic lymph nodes detected with PET/MRI, HPV and EBV status, Ki67 index, glucose level and CRP concentration status were verified in the statistical analysis of the obtained results ([Table 2](#cancers-12-00511-t002){ref-type="table"}). Considering the number of lymph nodes, study participants were divided into 3 groups: those without metastatic lymph nodes, those with 1 metastatic lymph node and those with 2 or more metastatic lymph nodes. The division was based on the 8th ed. of AJCC TNM classification of HNC, where N0 means no lymph node metastasis, N1--metastasis in single small lymph node and N2--among others, metastasis in multiple lymph nodes.

Statistical analysis was performed using Microsoft Excel (version 2019, Microsoft Corporation, Washington, DC, USA) and Statistica 10 (Statsoft Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA). The level of statistical significance was established at *p* \< 0.05. The Spearman's correlation test was used to analyze correlations between SUVmax/SUVmean values and maximal tumor diameter determined with CT or PET/MRI, CT or PET/MRI tumor volume, Ki67 index, CRP concentration, glucose level. The correlations between SUVmax, SUVmean, maximal tumor diameter determined with CT or PET/MRI and p16, HPV, EBV presence were analyzed using the t test. Correlation analysis between CT or PET/MRI tumor volume, Ki67 index, CRP concentration and p16, HPV, EBV status was performed with the Mann--Whitney U test. Correlations between the number of metastatic lymph nodes determined with CT or PET/MRI and features such as SUV values, maximal tumor diameter and tumor volume determined with CT or PET/MRI, KI67 index were established with the Kruskal--Wallis test. The Ch2 test was used to analyze the relationship between the number of metastatic lymph nodes determined with CT or PET/MRI and the positivity of p16, HPV and EBV.

5. Conclusions {#sec5-cancers-12-00511}
==============

Hybrid PET/MRI imaging is useful in the preoperative staging of HNC patients. Compared with CT scanning, the outcomes obtained using this imaging modality are more consistent with histopathology results, the gold-standard technique in cancer diagnosis, in regard to T staging. This novel imaging tool also offers higher specificity, sensitivity, PPV and NPV of lymph node evaluation in comparison with CT scanning. Statistically important correlations between SUVmax and maximal tumor diameter as well as between SUV mean and tumor volume and maximal tumor diameter evaluated with PET/MRI were revealed in the present study, which suggests that these parameters may be useful in clinical practice. The presence of p16, HPV, EBV did not correlate with SUV values, geometrical parameters of the tumor or the number of metastatic lymph nodes. Further studies on a larger group of patients are required.
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![Statistically significant correlation between standardized uptake value (SUV) values and maximal tumor diameter (**a**,**b**) and tumor volume (**c**,**d**) obtained from positron emission tomography/magnetic resonance (PET/MR) or computed tomography (CT). Abbreviations: SUVmax---maximal standardized uptake value, SUVmean---mean standardized uptake value, r---correlation coefficient from Spearman's correlation test, *p*---statistical significance value.](cancers-12-00511-g001){#cancers-12-00511-f001}

![Contrast enhancement computed tomography (CT) (**a**,**d**,**g**), T1-weighted volumetric interpolated breath hold examination (VIBE) magnetic resonance (MR) (**b**,**e**,**h**) and positron emission tomography/MR (PET/MR) (**c**,**f**,**i**) imaging of head and neck cancer patients. (**a**,**b**,**c**)---patient with squamous cell carcinoma of the buccal mucosa in clinical stage T3N2b; (**d**,**e**,**f**)---patient with squamous cell carcinoma of the floor of the mouth in clinical stage T1N0; (**g**,**h**,**i**)---patient with squamous cell carcinoma of the oral tongue in clinical stage T2N0.](cancers-12-00511-g002){#cancers-12-00511-f002}

cancers-12-00511-t001_Table 1

###### 

Characterization of patient with head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (SSC) according to localization of the primary tumor, Ki67 expression, clinical stage (TNM classification, AJCC, ed. 8, 2017) based on postoperative histopathological (HP) examination, status of p16 protein, human papilloma virus (HPV) and Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) positivity, smoking status and biopsy performed before positron emission tomography/magnetic resonance (PET/MR) imaging.

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  No. of pts.   Localization\      TNM\         Ki67 Index \[%\]   p16 Status   HPV Status   EBV Status   Smoking   Biopsy before PET/MR (days)
                of Primary Tumor   Stage                                                                            
  ------------- ------------------ ------------ ------------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ --------- -----------------------------
  1             OT                 T2 N1 M0     30                 0            0            0            1         28

  2             BM                 T2 N1 M0     30                 0            0            0            0         25

  3             LG                 T3 N2b M0    20                 0            0            0            1         21

  4             BoT                T2 N0 M0     20                 0            0            0            1         20

  5             BoT                T3 N2c M0    40                 1            0            0            0         14

  6             BoT                T2 N2c M0    30                 0            0            0            1         18

  7             OT                 T1 N1 M0     50                 1            1            1            0         14

  8             FoM                T2 N2c M0    30                 1            1            0            1         21

  9             FoM                T1 N2b M0    20                 0            0            0            0         18

  10            OT                 T2 N1 M0     40                 1            1            0            0         16

  11            MAR                T3 N0 M0     40                 1            1            0            0         23

  12            FoM                T3 N0 M0     20                 0            0            0            1         20

  13            FoM                T2 N2b M0    50                 1            0            1            1         30

  14            LG                 T2 N0 M0     60                 1            0            0            0         14

  15            SSG                T3 N0 M0     30                 0            0            0            0         15

  16            OT                 T1 N0 M0     30                 0            0            0            0         15

  17            OT                 T3 N2b M0    30                 0            0            0            1         21

  18            FoM                T1 N0 M0     20                 0            0            0            0         17

  19            BM                 T3 N2b M0    30                 0            0            1            1         18

  20            BoT                T1 N0 M0     20                 0            0            0            0         28

  21            FoM                T4a N2c M0   50                 1            0            0            1         24
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Abbreviations: OT---oral tongue, BM---buccal mucosa, LG---lower gingiva, BoT---base of tongue, FoM---floor of mouth, MAR---maxillary alveolar ridge, SSG---submandibular salivary gland, 0---absence of test feature, 1---presence of test feature.
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###### 

Measurements of standardized uptake value (SUV) values, tumor geometrical parameters and number of metastatic lymph nodes obtained from positron emission tomography/magnetic resonance (PET/MR) and computed tomography (CT), as well as biochemical parameters in pts (patients) with head and neck squamous cell carcinoma.

  No of pts   SUVmax \[g/mL\]   SUVmean \[g/mL\]   Maximal Tumor Diameter CT \[mm\]   Maximal Tumor Diameter PET/MR \[mm\]   Tumor Volume PET/MR \[cm^3^\]   Tumor Volume CT \[cm^3^\]   No of mts Lymph Nodes in CT   No of mts Lymph Nodes in PET/MR   CRP \[mg/L\]   Glucose \[mg/dL\]
  ----------- ----------------- ------------------ ---------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ------------------------------- --------------------------- ----------------------------- --------------------------------- -------------- -------------------
  1           11.7              6.03               34                                 33                                     12.63                           6.65                        0                             1                                 1.9            92
  2           11.9              7.68               15                                 21                                     9.62                            11.24                       2≤                            0                                 0.5            110
  3           9.25              7.96               45                                 53                                     18.23                           13.97                       2≤                            2≤                                3.1            99
  4           12.1              7.09               27                                 26                                     7.76                            4.35                        0                             1                                 9.1            139
  5           15.2              10.1               50                                 55                                     55.48                           51.26                       2≤                            2≤                                1.1            88
  6           9.26              5.09               28                                 13                                     13.38                           19.51                       2≤                            2≤                                0.9            99
  7           10.1              6.7                24                                 19                                     9.76                            4.78                        0                             1                                 0.4            93
  8           7.08              5.1                51                                 38                                     78.35                           32.12                       2≤                            2≤                                1.1            117
  9           15.3              13.3               10                                 48                                     24.27                           15.06                       0                             2≤                                4.2            122
  10          5.59              5.35               25                                 23                                     10.31                           5.09                        0                             1                                 1.2            104
  11          7.59              8.84               35                                 38                                     41.97                           21.82                       2≤                            2≤                                44.4           91
  12          10                7.65               41                                 43                                     36.2                            35.65                       0                             0                                 0.9            83
  13          3.62              3.64               18                                 15                                     6.91                            6.07                        2≤                            2≤                                0.7            92
  14          13.9              10.7               18                                 42                                     13.79                           5.89                        2≤                            1                                 3.6            118
  15          12.3              12.5               39                                 49                                     47.08                           64.8                        1                             0                                 0.3            93
  16          6.11              2.61               25                                 21                                     7.16                            4.08                        0                             0                                 16             85
  17          8.9               7.26               0                                  46                                     28.85                           26.4                        2≤                            2≤                                120.5          98
  18          7.59              5.43               19                                 20                                     8.71                            5.66                        0                             0                                 17.4           122
  19          18.2              12.5               39                                 50                                     24.37                           21.34                       2≤                            2≤                                2.1            104
  20          2.5               2.6                20                                 16                                     3.28                            4.12                        0                             0                                 0.6            87
  21          6.9               8.41               60                                 63                                     64.14                           62.03                       1                             0                                 5.1            101
